THE 4TH ANNUAL THEATRE SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS RECIPIENT LIST

November 11, 2022

DESIGN/TECH

Aaron Gold Memorial Endowed Scholarship.................................................................Leiny Vega
   BFA Stage Management '23

Rev. Charles F. Shelby Endowed Scholarship in Theatre........................................Forrest Gregor
   BFA Sound Design '23

David and Toni Dunning & Bill and Penny Obenshain Endowed Scholarship.........Reese Craig
   BFA Projection Design '23

Goodman Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship..............................................Sara Johnson
   BFA Theatre Technology '23

Janet C. Messmer Endowed Scholarship in Costume Technology...........................Mackenzie Lutz
   BFA Costume Technology '23

Kenneth Sawyer Goodman Endowed Scholarship.................................................Madeleine Shows
   BFA Costume Design '23

Lighting Design Endowed Scholarship.....................................................................Ellie Fey
   BFA Lighting Design '23

Robert K. Zuhr Endowed Scholarship......................................................................Sarah Matthews
   BFA Stage Management '23

Paul Gregory and Victoria McNulty Endowed Scholarship....................................Zach Fonder
   BFA Lighting Design '24

Segal Family Endowed Scholarship........................................................................Caitlyn Girten
   BFA Stage Management '24
PERFORMANCE

Bella Itkin Endowed Scholarship.................................................Rich Lazatin
BFA Acting ’23

Chicago Drama League Endowed Scholarship.................................................Mehmet Bakir
BFA Acting ’24

Geraldine Page Memorial Endowed Scholarship.................................................Laura Hart
BFA Acting ’23

Joseph Slowik Endowed Scholarship.........................................................Madeline Meyer
BFA Acting ’23

Julia K. and Adolph Olsansky Endowed Scholarship.................................................John Duncan
BFA Acting ’23

Julia Neary Memorial Endowed Scholarship.........................................................Hallie Snowday
MFA Acting ’23

Lois Nettleton Memorial Endowed Scholarship.........................................................Izzy King
BFA Acting ’24

Lucille G. Strauss and Alan Peters Endowed Scholarship.................................................Asha Houston
BFA Acting ’23

Mark Ganzel Memorial Scholarship.........................................................Noah Whittiker
BFA Acting ’24

Michael Maggio Memorial Endowed Scholarship.........................................................Christine Freije
MFA Directing ’23

Sarah Siddons Society Scholarship.........................................................Kobe Johnson & Kennedy Waterman
BFA Acting ’24 & BFA Acting ’23

Shubert Foundation Scholarship.........................................................Rebecca Willingham
MFA Directing ’23

Spolin–Sills Endowed Scholarship.........................................................Jordyn Jenkins
BFA Acting ’24

William Rothwell Smoller Memorial Endowed Scholarship.................................................Chika Brown
BFA Acting ’24

L. Water Stearns Diversity in Theatre Arts Endowed Scholarship.................................................Alejandra Tamez
BFA Acting ’26
Helen Kinsella Memorial Scholarship.................................................................Isabella Cordova
BFA Theatre Management '23

D&G Soltker Endowed Scholarship.................................................................Kathryn Courtney
BFA Comedy Arts '23

Lawrence Bundschu and Warren Snoddy Endowed Scholarship................Lazarus Howell
BFA Comedy Arts '23

Lee and Mah Family Endowed Scholarship..................................................Sofia Anáis Ortiz Villacorta San Juan
BFA Theatre Arts '23

Dr. Dominic G. & Helen T. Parisi Endowed Scholarship.............................Josephine Clarke
BFA Dramaturgy/Criticism '23

John R. & Joyce L. Watts Endowed Scholarship.........................................Lila Engelhardt
BFA Playwriting '23

Sharon Kuiper Goldblatt Memorial Scholarship........................................Tisby Critchley
BFA Theatre Arts '23

Merle Reskin Endowed Scholarship.............................................................Jessica Forristall
BFA Theatre Management '23

Rhoda Pritzker Endowed Scholarship.........................................................Robert Vetter
BFA Comedy Arts '23

Sam Wanamaker Endowed Scholarship.......................................................Claire Stevens
BFA Theatre Management '23

Tessa Craib-Cox Memorial Scholarship......................................................Sierra Reynolds
BFA Theatre Arts '23

Zach Helm Endowed Playwriting Scholarship............................................Helaina Coggs
BFA Playwriting '23

Theatre Management & Stage Management Endowed Scholarship........Melanie Dodson
BFA Theatre Management '23

Dennis Grimaldi Endowed Scholarship.......................................................Liv Queen Majestic
BFA Dramaturgy/Criticism '26